
EXERCISE WORKBOOK

Heart Rate Before Workout: BPM

Focus:
Why are you exercising today?
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________

Heart Rate After Workout: BPM

Body Basics & Functional Training

26

Exercise Sets Reps Rest Log

Bear Crawl 4 15 1 
min

Bent Over Row 4 10 1 
min

Push Up 3 15 1 
min

Bent Over Row 4 10 1 
min

Overhead Press 3 12 1 
min

Pull Up 3 AMAP 1 
min

Break Dancer Push-Up 3 15 1 
min

Towel Row 3 12 1 
min

*AMAP: As Many As Possible



NUTRITION WORKBOOK
Focus: Calorie Deficit
Calorie Recommendation:

Sleep Hours: _____ hours
Weight Today: _____ Lbs.
Multivitamin:   Yes |   No

8, 8 oz of H2O

Today’s Food Intake Log Calories

Total Calories



LIFE IS SHORT, LIVE HAPPY

Crafting Your SoulFit Purpose Statement

A SoulFit Purpose Statement summarizes your vision and your motivators for embarking on 
this journey as well as capturing your how - how you'll achieve your goals. Purpose statements 
are most often used in organizational contexts to provide insight around what the company 
stands for. It provides meaning to the employees of the company and inspires the future 
direction of their work. We're adapting this concept to you  to give you a foundation that can 
serve as a reminder of what you stand for, where you derive your meaning, and what most 
inspires you. 

Think of the SoulFit Purpose Statement as a bold affirmation for your journey. 

Today, we'll begin to stitch together the first pieces of your SoulFit Purpose Statement that will 
help to guide and propel you throughout the next few months, your vision and motivators. 
Over the next few days, you'll continue to build it out to incorporate your strength statement 
and vow for compassion. 

Instructions: Fill in the spaces below with your goal statement and most resonating 'whys' 
from the previous days. Then, spend some time simply holding this goal close. Imagine 
yourself on Day 92 after this program ends and you’ve achieved your goal – how do you feel? 

Example Goal-Statement: In 91 Days, I will be happier and healthier in my body and will have 
proudly adhered to my fitness regimen. 
Example Why Statement: I seek this goal to be the best person I can be for myself and those 
around me. 


